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Introduction
Head related transfer functions (HRTFs) are highly per-
sonal functions and are necessary for binaural render-
ing. The measurement of individual HRTFs is time
consuming and a complex procedure, hence for listen-
ing tests the subjects’ HRTFs are often not available
and generic HRTFs have to be used [1]. Different ap-
proaches have been proposed to avoid the measurement
procedure, but still obtain individualized HRTFs: HRTF
fitting, resp. individualization algorithms are performed
to tune generic HRTFs to the subjects’ individual cues
[2]. In other approaches subjects get trained to generic
HRTFs [3]. Selecting the HRTF out of a set of HRTFs,
with which a subject performs a given tasks the best,
is proposed in [4]. In [5] and [6] anthropometric data
are measured to estimate individual HRTFs. The simu-
lation of individual HRTFs in [7] is based on magnetic
resonance imaging techniques. In this article we obtain
individual HRTFs, using a low cost 3D scanner and nu-
merical simulation tools, and compare them to actual
measurements.

HRTF Simulation
Preparation of simulation
With a low budged 3D Scanner (3D Systems “Sense”)
two dummy heads are scanned. Both dummy heads are
based on the ISL dummy head “Harry”. Harry can be
equipped with Type 3.4 ear simulators, also referred to
as “Harry3.4” or, as shown in Figure 1, with Type 3.3 ear
simulators, also referred to as “Harry3.3”. The 3D mod-
els of these dummy heads are used for the numerical sim-
ulation, which is computing the HRTF for each dummy
head based on its 3D model. Prior to the simulation, the
3D meshes are optimized and verified to meet the criteria
of the simulation software. This includes the suppression
of scanning artifact and the compensation and correction
of errors in the meshes. The meshes are smoothed with a
shape preserving algorithm in order to control the length
of the edges. Finally re-meshing techniques are used to
provide a regularly meshed object, but more imported
to meet the spatial sampling criteria. The spatial sam-
pling criteria requires, that at least 6 elements per wave
length are provided by the mesh. The upper simulation
frequency is set to 20 kHz, thus the maximum element
size has to be inferior to 2.86 mm. For proper simulation
results the limit is set to 2.80 mm. Figure 2 is showing
the 3D meshes, as they are ready for simulation, and in
particular detailed views of the right ear simulators of
Harry3.4 and Harry3.3. The differences in the shapes of
the two ear simulators are clearly distinguishable.

Figure 1: Type 3.3 ear simulators mounted on dummy head
Harry. The ear simulators can be replaced by Type 3.4 sim-
ulators.

Figure 2: Detailed view of the scanned meshes (verified &
optimized) of the dummy head. Left: Type 3.4 ear simulator.
Right: Type 3.3 ear simulator.

Simulation process
The simulation software is based on the Multi-Level Fast
Multipole Method (MLFMM) [8]. In order to reduce
the computing time, the HRTFs are determined using
Helmholtz’s reciprocity principle. This principle states
that the positions of the source and receiver can be ex-
changed without affecting the results [9]. The simulation
is simplified by assuming a rigid body reflection of the
acoustic waves at the surfaces of the 3D models and not
taking into account the exact impedance values of the
different surfaces of the human head, e.g. hair and skin.

Each mesh is composed of around 150 000 elements,
satisfying the spatial sampling criteria at 20 kHz. The
HRTFs are simulated at 1600 frequencies, using loga-
rithmic incrementing step sizes, ranging from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. The MLFMM is implemented in Fortran using
OpenMP and the simulation software is designed as a
parallel processes. The simulation is launched at the
LMSSC laboratory at the CNAM in Paris, on a com-
puting machine, providing 16 dual core CPUs.
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HRTF Measurement
The HRTF measurements are conducted in a fully ane-
choic chamber, e.g. the chamber’s floor, ceiling and
walls are entirely equipped with triangular prism shaped
acoustic absorbers. The chamber is a room-in-room
construction to reduce the transmission of structure-
borne noise and environmental noise into this chamber.
The chamber‘s dimensions are 5.00 m × 6.40 m × 2.60 m
(W×L×H). The absorbers inside the chamber have a
total height of 0.40 m, reducing the chamber’s dimen-
sion by 0.80 m, leading to a usable acoustical room of
4.20 m × 5.60 m × 1.80 m (W×L×H) and a volume of
42.34 m3. The chamber’s acoustical properties are ver-
ified prior to the HRTF measurements. The reverbera-
tion time RT60 is determined in octave bands between
63 Hz and 8 kHz. Table 1 summarizes the results of the
RT60 measurement, which can be concluded to provide
good measurement conditions.

Table 1: RT60 of the anechoic chamber.

Frequency [Hz] 63 125 250 500
RT60 [s] 0.24 0.20 0.17 0.06

Frequency [Hz] 1k 2k 4k 8k
RT60 [s] 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05

A spectrum analyzer (Stanford Research SR780) is used
as signal generator and for the calculation of the transfer
functions. The test tone, a logarithmic sinusoidal sweep
ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, generated by the SR780, is
sent through a power amplifier (DaytonAudio MA1260)
to a loudspeaker (JBL Control 1 Pro). The acoustic sig-
nal, captured by the receiver, is passed via a signal condi-
tioner (B&K Type 5935L) to the input of the spectrum
analyzer. The speaker is positioned on the chamber’s
longitudinal axis at half chamber’s height and at a dis-
tance of 1.30 m from the chamber’s back wall, facing the
receiver position. The receiver position is defined on the
chamber’s longitudinal axis at half chamber’s height and
at a distance of 3.00 m to the speaker’s position.

Initially, the transfer function of the measurement chain
is obtained. Therefore a reference microphone (B&K
Type 4192) and a microphone amplifier (B&K Type
2669) are mounted at the receiver position and the trans-
fer function of the measurement setup is determined.

In the following, the transfer functions of the left and
right ear of Harry3.4 and Harry3.3 are measured, one af-
ter the other. The previously used reference microphone
is replaced by the dummy head, which is equipped with a
left and right ear canal. The left, resp. right ear simula-
tors are connected to the entrance of the left, resp. right
ear canals. At the end of each ear canal a microphone
(B&K Type 4192) and a microphone amplifier (B&K
Type 2670) are capturing the incoming sound. The posi-
tions of the microphones in the dummy head correspond
to the positions of ear drums in the human head. The
dummy head is mounted on a turntable and aligned such
that the midpoint of the dummy head’s interaural axis,
also called center of head (CoH), is placed at the receiver

position. The transfer functions are measured in the hor-
izontal plane (elevation angle θ = 0◦) at 16 angles of
incidence (azimuth angle φ = 0◦, 22.5◦, 45◦, . . . , 337.5◦).
The underlying right hand coordinate system is centered
in the CoH, orientating its x-axis to the facial side of the
dummy head.

The transfer functions of the dummy head are divided
by the transfer function of the measurement chain to re-
move the characteristics of the measurement chain. Fur-
thermore all non-directional cues, e.g. the ear canal reso-
nance, are equalized by removing the mean value over all
angles. This leads to the directional transfer functions
(DTFs) [10], which are used as HRTFs in the following.

To reduce the noise floor and to increase the SNR it is
assumed that the left and right HRTF are symmetrical
to each other. Hence the average between the left HRTF
and the mirrored right HRTF is calculated to obtain a
less noisy HRTF of the left ear.

Results
HRTF
The left ear HRTFs with an improved SNR are consid-
ered in the following. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are showing
the magnitude of the measured HRTFs, while Figure 5
and Figure 6 are showing the magnitude of the simulated
HRTFs. The abscissa denotes the frequency in Hertz, the
ordinate denotes the azimuth angle in degree. The mag-
nitude of the HRTF is color coded and its unit is given
in Decibel.

By visual inspection, differences between the measure-
ment and simulation can be identified below 100 Hz.
There, peaks and notches occur in the measured HRTFs
which are due to the low SNR of the test tone in this
frequency range. The loudspeaker transmits too few en-
ergy below 100 Hz to provide a sufficient strength of the
signal. Further, the resonance of the measurement chain
around 150 Hz is not perfectly compensated by the refer-
ence measurement, leading to peaks and notches around
150 Hz. Common characteristics of all four HRTFs are
first, the general shape of the magnitude between 1 kHz
and 10 kHz. Second, the increase of the magnitude at
270◦ (contralateral ear) over the entire frequency range,
which is explained by the summation of the two waves
diffracted around the head. And last, the maximum of
the magnitude at 45◦ between 3 kHz and 4 kHz, due to
the ear canal resonance. The magnitudes of the mea-
sured and the simulated HRTFs match quite well, when
comparing the same dummy head configurations.

RMSE
The root-mean square error (RMSE) between two
HRTFs, denoted by HRTFI and HRTFII, is obtained by
calculating for each azimuth angle the RMSE over all fre-
quencies of the ratio between HRTFI and HRTFII. Then
calculating the RMS value over the azimuth angles, c.f.
equation 1.
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Figure 3: Measured HRTF of dummy head Harry3.4.

Figure 4: Measured HRTF of dummy head Harry3.3.
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The RMSEs between each of the four HRTFs are shown
for the entire frequency range in Table 2. The RMSE of
two consecutive measurements of the same head config-
uration (Harry3.4m, resp. Harry3.3m), equals 1.66 dB,
resp. 1.86 dB, which is contrary to what one would
expect, namely 0 dB. Even though the measurement
setup was kept unchanged between those measurements,
measurement uncertainties lead to these non-zero val-
ues. The numerical simulations are time invariant pro-
cesses and each simulation run leads to equal results,
hence the RMSE between two consecutive simulations
of the same configuration (Harry3.4s, resp. Harry
3.3s) is 0.00 dB. The pairs measurement – simula-
tion for each head configuration Harry3.4m – Harry3.4s,
resp. Harry3.3m – Harry3.3s lead to RMSEs (3.31 dB,
resp.3.11 dB) which are up to 0.93 dB lower than the
RMSE between the measurements of two different head
configurations (4.05 dB). Hence the HRTFs of the sim-
ulations equal to the HRTFs of the corresponding mea-

Figure 5: Simulated HRTF of dummy head Harry3.4.

Figure 6: Simulated HRTF of dummy head Harry3.3.

surements more than the HRTFs of the measurements of
the different dummy heads equal to each other. In con-
trast, the RMSE between the two simulations (Harry3.4s
– Harry3.3s; 3.29 dB) is 0.02 dB lower than the RMSE be-
tween the two measurements (Harry3.4m – Harry3.3m;
3.31 dB). This might be explained by the measurement
uncertainty.

Table 2: RMSE values in decibel for the entire frequency
range. (s): simulated; (m) measured.

Harry 3.4m 3.4s 3.3m 3.3s

3.4m 1.66 3.31 4.04 3.61
3.4s – 0.00 4.38 3.29
3.3m – – 1.86 3.11
3.3s – – – 0.00

Recalling that the simulation is simplified regarding the
acoustic impedance of the model. For evaluation purpose
we now split the entire frequency range into a lower range
(f ≤ 6 kHz) and an upper range (f > 6 kHz). For both
ranges the RMSE values are calculated as done before.
The previously discussed characteristics of the entire fre-
quency range reappear in the lower resp. upper frequency
range, c.f. Table 3, resp. Table 4. The main differences
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between Table 2 to Table 4 are the absolute values of
the RMSEs. All nonzero elements of Table 3 are smaller
than those of Table 2 and all nonzero elements of Table
4 are larger than those of Table 2. Hence the RMSEs
in the lower frequency range is lower than the RMSE in
the upper frequency range. The overall number of 1600
frequencies is split into 1285 frequencies below 6 kHz and
315 frequencies above 6 kHz. The upper frequency range
with a fewer number of frequencies contribute a higher
error than the lower frequency range, which comprises
the issue of the low SNR issue below 100 Hz. This dif-
ference can be explained by the assumption made on the
acoustic impedance.

Table 3: RMSE values in decibel for the lower frequency
range (f ≤ 6 kHz). (s): simulated; (m) measured.

Harry 3.4m 3.4s 3.3m 3.3s

3.4m 1.46 2.11 2.68 2.52
3.4s – 0.00 3.21 1.91
3.3m – – 0.81 2.38
3.3s – – – 0.00

Table 4: RMSE values in decibel for the upper frequency
range (f > 6 kHz). (s): simulated; (m) measured.

Harry 3.4m 3.4s 3.3m 3.3s

3.4m 2.22 5.89 6.92 5.93
3.4s – 0.00 7.32 5.94
3.3m – – 3.60 5.25
3.3s – – – 0.00

Acquisition time
During the measurement the acquisition time for one sine
sweep is 178 s. For one dummy head, it takes 98 min to
obtain the HRTF of the left and right ear (2 ·178 s/angle)
at 16 angles, counting 12 s for rotating the turntable be-
tween two azimuth angles. To obtain a proper 3D mesh
without any severe artifacts, the 3D scan of one dummy
head takes about 15 min. The time for optimization de-
pends on the quality of the mesh which differs largely
from mesh to mesh. The numerical simulation takes
180 min for each set of HRTF. Thanks to the reciprocity
principle the entire acoustic field around the dummy head
is simulated at once. The time for obtaining the HRTF
by the simulation approach is nearly constant, indepen-
dent of the number of required incidence angles, while
for the measurement approach it is linear dependent to
the number of required incident angles.

Conclusion
We used dummy heads to compare simulated HRTFs and
measured HRTFs of two different anthropometric data
sets. The HRTFs were evaluated against each other using
an objective method by RMSE calculation. We showed,
that the impedance of the object has to be considered
during the simulation process. Otherwise higher devi-
ation between the simulated HRTF and the measured

HRTF appear in the upper frequency range. Further-
more, in terms of acquisition times the measurement pro-
cedure is preferable for a small number of incidence an-
gles, while the simulation is preferable for a large number
of incidence angles.
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